
THE PRE-WAR SITUATION 

The coming of the Great War took the European peoples 
by surprise. In the spring of 1914 the nations of western 
and central Europe had been at peace with each other 
for forty-three years, a longer period free from conflict 
than ever before in their histories. Except in the south
eastern corner of the continent, where the Balkan 
peoples still sought complete independence from 
Turkish rule, frontiers had remained inviolate since the 
Franco-Prussian War. Two traditional battle cockpits, 
the Polish plains and the low-lying fields of Flanders, 
had escaped war not merely for forty years, but for a 
full century. Small wonder if the long European Peace 
lulled ordinary people into a false sense of security. 
Economists argued war was commercially so disruptive 
that no industrialised nation would resort to it; intellec
rnals maintained that international society was en
lightened enough to scorn its folly. 

Statesmen and generals remained less sanguine. There 
had, after all, been colonial campaigns throughout the 
armed peace. By 1914 the army of every European Great 
Power, except Germany and Austria-Hungary, had 
already been engaged in fighting since the turn of the 
century. If colonial disputes had not led to a general 
conflict it was because, as yet, they had never affected 
the vital interests of more than two Great Power rivals 
at the same time; but potentially they were dangerous, 
as the Agadir Crisis showed in 1911. Moreover no one 
could ignore the significance of the arms race. Naval 
and military expenditure by the Great Powers doubled 
in the last twenty years of the nineteenth century; it 
doubled again in the first decade of the twentieth. 
Where could the arms race finish, if not on the 
battlefield? 

There was, too, uncertainty over the ability of the 
diplomats to safeguard peace much longer. By 1900 
Europe was divided by rival alliances, with the Central 
Powers (Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy) on one side 
and with France and Russia on the other. So long as 

potential opponents seemed equally strong, these 
alliances made for continuance of the peace rather than 
war. But by 1905 Russia, defeated in the Far East by 
Japan and weakened by the threat of revolution, had 
ceased to be militarily formidable. There was no 
genuine balance of strength between the Powers. Too 
many imponderables accumulated. What would the 
British do? The Liberal Government gave diplomatic 
support to its Entente partners, France and Russia, but 
evaded formal military obligations: in the last resort, 
only the 1839 pledge to uphold Belgium's neutrality 
counted in British reckoning. What, too, of Italy? 
Rivalry with Austria over territorial interests in the 
Adriatic made the Italians uncomfortable members of 
the Triple Alliance. Was Italy still a 'Central Power'? 
There was no doubt that the diplomatic system of 1900 
had changed by 1914. 

Yet mutual antagonism was growing in intensity 
rather than diminishing. The French still sought 
recovery of Alsace-Lorraine; the British were in
creasingly suspicious of Germany's naval shipbuilding 
programmes; Russian Pan-Slavism seemed to threaten 
the integrity of Austria-Hungary; and the Germans 
resented the web of encirclement which they believed 
others were weaving around them. Already these issues 
had provoked diplomatic crises, for which solutions 
were improvised by statesmen unready for war. But 
everyone in authority knew that once orders were given 
for mobilisation, the alliance system would work against 
any localisation of the conflict. Peace was fragile: the 
Sarajevo crime was to show it lay ultimately at the 
mercies of chance. The heir to the Austrian throne and 
his consort were assassinated in the Bosnian capital by 
a Serbian student on 28 June 1914. By the middle of 
August five European Great Powers and two of lesser 
standing were locked in battle from the Flanders Plain 
to the eastern foothills of the Carpathians. 













WAR ON THE WESTERN FRONT IN 1914 

There had never been so great a concentration of 
military forces as in August 1914. A little over a century
before, Napoleon (who, with Voltaire, believed fortune 
favoured 'the big battalions') staggered his contem
poraries by gathering a Grand Army of 500,000 men to 
invade Russia. Yet, within a fortnight of the outbreak 
of war in 1914, the Germans had three times that 
number in France and Belgium alone. At the same time 
there were over a million Frenchmen on the Westetn 
Front, with three million reservists on call; both the 
Russians and the Austrians had more than a million and 
a quarter field troops along their frontiers; and by the 
end of the year a million volunteers in Britain had come 
forward for Kitchener's 'New Army'. Napoleon's 
Marshals counted their big battalions in hundreds of 
thousands; the commanders of! 914 thought in millions. 

These huge numbers determined the character of the 
war. Military theorists in both France and Germany 
had long believed victory would come to the nation 
able rapidly to mobilise its mass of manpower and 
deploy its forces effectively in the field. It was assumed 
that the key to success lay in an offensive spirit and that 
the outcome of the war would be decided by a single 
campaign on each Front. Kitchener warned the British 
Cabinet the war would last for at least three years, but 
his colleagues doubted his powers of judgment. In 
Berlin that August the Kaiser told departing troops, 
'You will be home before the leaves have fallen from 
the trees'; and few public figures in London, Paris or 
St Petersburg (soon to be renamed Petrograd) believed 
the fighting would continue for more than six months. 
The great tragedy for Europe is that when rapid victory 
eluded the combatants, the armies-still massive in 
numbers-became deadlocked in trench warfare, the 
big battalions checked by the unexpected defensive 
power of machine guns and exposed to the fury of 
weapons which the authorities had underrated. It was 
this transformation of the battlefield which wasted so 
many lives. Casualties were heavy during the 'war of 
movement': they were heavier still during the long 
agony of the 'war of attrition'. At a conservative 
estimate over the world as a whole-with land fighting 
in three continents and with warships engaged on every 

ocean-one sailor, soldier or airman was killed for every 
ten seconds the war lasted; and it continued in the end 
for fifty-one months. 

Yet, at the outset, it seemed as if the fighting would 
indeed 'all be over by Christmas'. The Schlieffen Plan, 
finally adopted by the German General Staff at the end 
of 1905, proposed a holding operation against the 
Russians (who, it was assumed, would be slow to 
mobilise) in the East while the bulk of the German 
Army struck against France with an enveloping move
ment through Flanders and Picardy which would invest 
Paris from the west and south and thus force the 
French armies eastwards on to their own defences from 
Nancy to Belfort. British intervention, though regarded 
as proba!:lle once Belgium was invaded, was discounted 
as negligible. France defeated, the Germans planned to 
use the network of railways to move their forces east
wards and destroy the Russian menace. This plan, 
which was modified by Moltke (Chief of the German 
General Staff since 1906) in the three years im
mediately preceding the war, came within an ace of 
success. The French grand design-Plan XVII-to 
some extent played into German hands, for it com
mitted two armies to an attack on Lorraine, away from 
the principal threat to the heart of France. Even when 
amended after the German invasion of Luxembourg, 
Plan XVII still ignored the strength of the enemy's 
thrust into western Belgium. So successful were the 
Germans that on 30 August the readers of The Times in 
England were startled to learn that 'the investment of 
Paris cannot be banished from the field of possibility'. 
What the public was not told was that the French, 
exhausting themselves by courageous counter-attacks in 
the spirit of Napoleonic battle panoramas, had already 
suffered nearly a third of a million casualties (dead, 
missing, wounded). One out of every ten officers in the 
whole French army (not merely the regiments in the 
field) was killed or incapacitated before the end of 
August 1914. 
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Moltke's variation on the Schlieffen Plan failed for 
three principal reasons. He lost touch with his army 
commanders, who showed excessive independence of 
manoeuvre; he was so worried by reports of the 



Russian advance into East Prussia that he we-akened his 
right wing by detaching troops to the East ( compare 
pages 19, 88 and 89); and he failed to see that three 
weeks of forced marches in intensive heat and blazing 
sunshine had reduced the efficiency of the invading 
armies. When General von Kluck began to move his 
tired troops south-eastwards, exposing the right flank 
of the German First Army to the Paris garrison (page 
54), the fate of the whole war was in the balance. The 
French commander-in-chief, Joffre, supported by the 
Military Governor of Paris, General Gallieni, ordered 
the French Sixth, Fifth and Ninth Armies (Generals 
Maunoury, Franchet d'Esperey and Foch) together 
with the British Expeditionary Force (Field-Marshal 
Sir John French) to counter-attack across the lower 
Marne and its tributaries on 5-6 September. There 
followed the series of inter-related engagements, the 
legendary 'miracle of the Marne', fought along a front 
of more than 125 miles. Momentarily the nerve of the 
German High Command seemed to crack; Paris and 
France were saved; the German knock-out blow
which had stunned France in 1870 and which was to 
stun France again in 1940-was thrust aside. 

If the Allies had not themselves been so weary and 
cautious that September, they might well have turned 
the German retreat from the Marne into a sensational 
defeat. As it was, the Germans found they could 
stabilise their line north of Rheims and along the river 
Aisne. Moltke retired from active service and was 
replaced as Chief of the German General Staff by 
General von Falkenhayn, who at once determined to 
consolidate the German hold on Belgium, through 
which the invaders had passed like a scythe in the first 
weeks of war. When Brussels was occupied on 20 
August five divisions of the Belgian Army (80,000 men) 
fell back on Antwerp, the great fortress-port on the 
Scheide. So long as the Belgians held Antwerp (from 
which they made a number of sorties to relieve pressure 
on the French and British on the Marne and the Aisne) 
there was a possibility of using the city as a point from 
which to attack the German right flank. This threat the 
Germans were determined to eradicate. The First Lord 
of the Admiralty, Churchill, sought to stiffen resistance 
in Antwerp by a personal visit and by sending from 
England a naval division, which was hastily Lraim:d and 
inadequately armed. In the event, the Belgians placed 
excessive reliance on outdated forts and redoubts which 
could not withstand the pounding of German artillery. 
Antwerp duly surrendered to General von Beseler on 
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9 October, but the main Belgian army withdrew by 
way of Ghent and Bruges to the line of a canalised small 
river, the Yser. There, inspired by their courageous 
King Albert, the Belgians resisted a German advance 
towards Dunkirk, eventually opening the sluices of 
Nieuport and bringing the North Sea in flood to the 
aid of the defenders. 

While Beseler was besieging Antwerp, both the 
Germans and the Allies were engaged in a complicated 
movement from the Aisne to cover the Channel ports. 
At times during this 'race for the sea' it seemed as if 
both sides were risking envelopment by the other during 
their outflanking operations. Briefly there was hope 
that the British would capture Lille and open up a 
route towards Brussels, but they failed to penetrate the 
town in strength. All six divisions of the B.E.F. were 
moved northwards from the Aisne to Flanders. By the 
end of the second week in October they had established 
a salient around Ypres, Armentieres and Neuve 
Chapelle. It was here that they faced Falkenhayn's 
principal attempt to break through the Allied positions 
and take Calais and Boulogne. 

The first battle of Ypres (October-November 1914) 
virtually destroyed the old peacetime British regular 
army and began to take heavy toll of the new territorial 
infantry battalions as well. 50,000 British soldiers fell 
at Ypres that autumn, one division losing two-thirds of 
its infantry in three weeks of combat. Hardest hit were 
the original 'old contemptibles', the men who had gone 
forward to Mons in August (page 47) and retreated for 
a gruelling fortnight before turning back south of the 
Marne and forcing the Germans northwards to the 
Belgian frontier. By the end of November over half of 
the men who had crossed to France three months 
previously were casualties, one in ten of them dead. 
The Germans lost twice as many soldiers as the British 
at Ypres, yet they never broke through. They pene
trated the British line at Gheluvelt on the Menin Road 
(31 October) but were ejected in a surprise counter 
attack by the 2nd Battalion of the Worcestershire 
Regiment, subsequently supported by French units. 
The city of Ypres was never captured by the Germans, 
even though fighting raged continuously around the 
ruined mediaeval cloth town for four years. Ypres and 
its salient acquired a symbolic significance for the 
British which was out of all proportion to its strategic 
value. There were two later battles within the Ypres 
Salient: in the spring of 1915 (pages 138-143) and from 
June to November 1917 (pages 172-173); and a final 



penetration of the German positions in September 1918 
(page 196). 

Winter set in before the First Battle of Ypres was 
over. There was no longer any danger of an outright 
German victory, but equally there was little prospect of 
an Allied breakthrough. First Ypres marked the end of 
open warfare: henceforth the opposing armies on the 
Western Front were paralysed by barbed wire, by 
entrenchments, by minefields, and by machine-gun 
emplacements. In another sense, too, First Ypres 
marked a change of character in the war. The first 
month of fighting had shown divisions and suspicion 
between the Allied commanders, especially between 
the British and the French. The close proximity of 

British, French and Belgian lines around Ypres helped 
to weld together the Allied command, although it was 
difficult to forget old prejudices. The mud-filled 
disease-ridden trenches bred a sense of communal 
adversity. At the same time First Ypres showed the 
extent of Allied resources, for in the line were not only 
the first battalions of Kitchener's 'new army', but 
Zouave regiments from French Algeria and Indians 
from Lahore. Before the fighting died away at the 
salient in 1918, they were to be joined by units from 
Canada, Senegal and finally the United States. The 
cemeteries around Ypres, and the great monument to 
those 'with no known grave', bear silent testimony to 
the world-wide character of this most wasteful of wars. 





THE WAR ON THE EASTERN FRONT 

There were four other theatres of war in Europe during 
the autumn of 1914. Eight hundred miles to the east of 
the Belgian cockpit, Russian and German armies 
clashed in the marchlands of East Prussia while to their 
south other forces manoeuvred for position in the great 
plains of the Vistulan Basin. The principal Austrian 
army was concentrated at the outbreak of war in 
Galicia, with the well-forested range of the Carpathians 
in its rear, an admirable position for withstanding any 
Russian onslaught (compare pages 24 and 32). Farther 
south still, nearly four hundred miles across the Austro
Hungarian empire, another quarter of a million soldiers 
from Franz Josef's multinational empire were assigned 
the duty of 'punishing' Serbia. The commander of this 
Balkan Army was the former Governor of Bosnia, 
General Potiorek, who had been sitting in front of 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand on that fateful day in 
Sarajevo. But Potiorek, like all other Austro-Hungarian 
commanders, was subordinate to General Conrad von 
Hotzendorf, the Austrian Chief of Staff, who established 
his first headquarters in the reputedly impregnable 
Galician fortress town of Przemysl. 

Although Conrad had hoped to cut off the Russians 
in Poland by joint Austro-German operations uniting 
the commands in East Prussia and Galicia, there was in 
fact little co-ordination between the various eastern 
European armies. The first shots in the whole war were 
fired by two monitors of the Austro-Hungarian Danube 
flotilla, which bombarded Belgrade on 29 July, five 
days before the opening of hostilities in western Europe. 
But thereafter all was peaceful until the middle of the 
second week in August when Conrad sent his First and 
Fourth armies northward into Russian Poland, while 
the first units of the Russian 1st Army invaded East 
Prussia, and Potiorek's troops crossed the river Sava 
and seized the Serbian town of Sabac. 

The most dramatic of these undertakings was the 
Russian incursion towards the historic Prussian corona-

. tion city, Konigsberg, some ninety miles from the 
frontier. The Schlieffen Plan had anticipated a German 
holding operation against Russia for some six or seven 
weeks, before the full weight of German arms was 
shifted to the West. On paper, there was no reason for 

German alarm, even though the invaders had a 
numerical superiority of more than four to one. But on 
20 August three German army corps clashed with 
Rennenkampf's Russian First Army at Gumbinnen and 
did not distinguish themselves (pages 88-89). The 
German commander, Prittwitz, was worried by news 
that the Russian Second Army, under Samsonov, was 
threatening his southern flank, and sent alarming mes
sages to Moltke's headquarters in the West. The 
situation was saved by one of Prittwitz's staff officers, 
Lieutenant-Colonel Max von Hoffmann, who knew 
there was a deep personal vendetta between Samsonov 
and Rennenkampf. Hoffmann proposed that the 
Germans should concentrate against Samsonov, leaving 
the route towards Konigsberg apparently open for 
Rennenkampf(who would not resist this bait simply to 
aid the rival he so detested). Thus began the deploy
ment for the battle of Tannen berg, three days of agony 
for the Russians, in which the Second Army was 
destroyed and its commander shot himself in despair. 
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Tannenberg, like the Marne, became a legendary 
victory. The discovery of a Russian staff officer's body 
on the battlefield, with detailed military directives in 
his pocket, helped the Germans considerably; and so 
did the incredible folly of the three Russian head
quarters in sending unciphered operations orders by 
wireless, with the Germans able to note down every 
word (see page 98). The ease of their victory made the 
Germans despise their Russian opponents and they 
therefore suffered heavy casualties in rash frontal 
assaults on Rennenkampf's army, which was caught at 
the Masurian Lakes in the first week of September. But 
the Masurian Lakes completed the triumph ofTannen
berg: the Russians, after nibbling at the edge of East 
Prussia for twenty-eight days, were thrown back across 
the frontier, broken and demoralised. No Russian army 
penetrated German territory again until 1945. 

The twin victories enabled the German people to 
find a heroic father-figure to idolise for the remainder 
of the War and beyond. Paul von Hindenburg was six 
weeks short of his sixty-seventh birthday when, on 22 
August, he was summoned from obscure retirement to 
replace Prittwitz on the Eastern Front. Hindenburg 



had been decorated for bravery both in the 1866 war 
with Austria and the 1870 war with France and he had 
witnessed the proclamation of the German Empire at 
Versailles in 1871. No one could describe him as a 
strategic genius. His greatest asset was his rocklike 
imperturbability. The brain behind his triumphs 
belonged to his deputy, Ludendorff, who had already 
distinguished himself in reducing the Liege forts (page 
41); and, at least on the Eastern Front, Ludendorff 
owed much to Hoffmann, who understood the Russian 
military mind. But, in Germany, sentiment and 
propaganda combined to turn Hindenburg into a 
colossus of victory. 

Austria-Hungary discovered no such idol. Conrad's 
decision to send the First and Fourth armies north
wards from Galicia was based upon a false assumption. 
He thought that the Russian commander-in-chief, 
Grand Duke Nicholas, had ordered the commander of 
the South-Western Army Group, General Ivanov, to 
concentrate around Lublin. In reality the Russians were 
farther south-east, threatening Lemberg (Lvov) where 
Ivanov had, in his turn, wrongly assumed the main 
Austrian forces to be. There was, in consequence, a 
curious week of shadow-boxing before Conrad turned 
to meet the challenge to his flank from Ivanov ( see 
pages 100-101). Conrad made the mistake of opening 
up a gap in the north which was filled by the Russian 
Fifth Army. Fearing he might be encircled, Conrad 
ordered a general retreat on 11 September, and found 
it impossible to stabilise the Front until the Russians 
had penetrated over a hundred miles, reaching the 
Carpathian passes into Hungary. The Austrians thus 
sustained a humiliating defeat, with the Russians 
capturing two provincial capitals, Lemberg (the fourth 
largest city in Austria-Hungary) and Czernowitz, as 
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well as beseiging Przemsyl. The Slav contingents in the 
Austro-Hungarian Army (particularly the Czechs) had 
little heart for a war against 'Mother Russia', but large
scale desertions did not begin until the spring of 1915, 
and it is clear that the disaster reflects as much on 
Conrad and his staff as on the quality of the troops 
they commanded. Eventually the Austrians were saved 
by an offensive mounted by Hindenburg in central 
Poland and threatening Warsaw. An abortive Russian 
counter-offensive in Poland at the end of October 
threatened Silesia but brought down a massive German 
response from the north, when Mackensen's Ninth 
Army fell on the Russians at Lodz and as winter set in, 
destroyed all prospects of avenging Tannenberg. 
Though the Russians had triumphed in Galicia, the 
first four months of fighting against the Germans had 
proved disastrous and left the Russian artillery 
desperately short of shells. 

Yet the strangest development of the war was in 
Serbia. For Putnik, the Serbian commander-in-chief, 
had successfully repelled Potiorek's first incursion 
across the river Sava, and nipped another offensive 
(across the river Drina) in the bud. At the end of 
November Potiorek tried again and captured Belgrade 
on 2 December, sweeping the Serbs back into the 
mountain heart of the Kingdom. Yet, though short of 
men and munitions, the Serbs made a surprise counter
attack and within eleven days had recovered their 
capital. 'On the whole territory of the Serbian Govern
ment there remains not one free enemy soldier', ran a 
proud communique on 15 December. Austria's 
humiliation was complete. Small wonder the German 
High Command began privately to wonder if they were 
allied to a living Empire or a corpse. 



THE SITUATION AT THE END OF THE YEAR 1914 

By the end of the year 1914 there was deadlock over 
every battlefront in Europe. From the Swiss frontier 
northwards fortified lines ran by way of the Vosges, the 
hills of the Meuse, the Argonne and the Chemin des 
Dames to the Aisne and up to Armentieres and the 
Ypres Salient, reaching down to the inundated fields 
around Dixmude and so to the sand dunes of the North 
Sea. A tenth of metropolitan France, including the 
main French coalfields, and almost the whole of 
Belgium were behind the German trenches, and re
mained so throughout the war. The line of the Western 
Front did not move as much as ten miles in either 
direction for the following two and a half years. In the 
East, stalemate had come only through the onset of 
winter and there were no continuous systems of 
entrenchment to rule out a war movement. Yet there 
seemed little prospect of a decisive victory, and both 
sides had by now abandoned all hope of a short war. 

Both the British and the German public were sur
prised by what was happening in the war at sea. After 
more than a decade of naval rivalry it was assumed there 
would be a naval battle between the great capital ships 
at an early date. But the Kaiser personally vetoed an 
engagement which might have destroyed his battle fleet 
until after the enemy fleet had been weakened by other 
means. The Germans accordingly made extensive use 
of their submarines (see page 246) and of minefields, 
although there was a sharp clash between cruisers and 
destroyers in Heligoland Bight at the end of August (see 
pages 242-245) and twice the German battle-cruisers 
took advantage of the long winter nights to cross the 
North Sea and bombard the East coast of England (see 
page 255). It was accepted in Britain that the days of 
isolation were over, a point emphasised on Christmas 
Eve when the first aerial bombs were dropped on 
English soil, at Dover. 

The main clashes of sea power were, however, on the 
oceans. Vice-Admiral von Spee's squadron caused 
havoc in the Pacific and won a naval victory off Coronel 
before being defeated at the Falkland Islands early in 
December (pages 238, 240-241). The German cruiser 
Emden effectively disrupted trade in the East Indies 
(page 239), but by the end of the year, the British had 
reasserted their naval supremacy, clearing the seas of 
surface raiders and virtually destroying Germany's 
overseas commerce. Japanese, Australian and New 
Zealand forces mopped up Germany's island possessions 
in the Pacific, and British and Japanese troops occupied 
Kiaochow (the small German protectorate on the coast 
of China) in November. General von Lettow-Vorbeck 
retained firm control of German East Africa (pages 216-
218) and the South Africans were in some difficulty in
German South-West Africa but Togoland had sur
rendered and there was minimal resistance in the
interior of the Cameroons.

The attention of the British outside Europe was from 
now on primarily concentrated on the Ottoman Empire. 
Turkey, long under the influence of Germany militarily, 
entered the War early in November, hoping to gain 
territory from Russia in the Caucasus and to recover, 
with German backing, her influence in the Balkans. The 
handing over by Germany to Turkey of the battle
cruiser Goeben and the cruiser Breslau (page 237) finally 
decided Turkey's course of action. Militarily Turkey 
was a distraction both to Britain and Russia, but her 
entry into the war suggested a possible alternative 
strategy-of toppling Germany, not on the main 
battlefronts, but by destroying her supports and enter
ing Central Europe by the back door. It seemed the only 
way to make the war once more fluid. From such ideas 
developed the Dardanelles and Gallipoli campaigns, 
and belatedly the expedition to Salonika. 
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THE GALLIPOLI CAMPAIGN 

The attempt to force the Dardanelles and gain control 
of Constantinople and the Straits was the first strategi
cally imaginative project of the war. Its origins lie in a 
proposal made by Churchill to the War Council of 25 
November 1914. He argued that 'the ideal method of 
defending Egypt' and the Suez Canal from an invading 
Turkish army 'was by an attack on the Gallipoli 
Peninsula' which, if successful, would enable the Allies 
to 'dictate terms at Constantinople'. Subsequently the 
possibilities of using British naval power to open up a 
new front against the enemy appealed to other members 
of the War Council, including Lloyd George, Admiral 
Sir John Fisher and the Secretary of the Council, 
Colonel Hankey. There was much debate over the best 
place for a landing, Lloyd George urging the occupation 
of Salonika and the transportation by rail of an army to 
aid Serbia against Austria-Hungary, and this plan was 
favoured by two leading French Generals, Gallieni and 
Francher d'Esperey. The Dardanelles project had, 
however, three major advantages: it appeared to be 
primarily a naval operation; it would rally Turkey's 
traditional enemies among the Balkan nations to the 
Allied side; and it would open up a short warm-water 
route for supplies to Russia. It was this third considera
tion which was decisive: for at the end of December 
gloomy reports were received from Petrograd, indica
ting an acute shortage of munitions and appealing for 
British help in relieving Turkish pressure on the 
Russian armies in the Caucasus. The War Council 
agreed on a naval expedition 'with Constantin6ple as 
its objective' on 15 January 1915. 

The Gallipoli enterprise falls into four distinctive 
phases (which may be studied in pages 110-129, supple
mented for naval and submaritime operations by pages 
252-254). Naval bombardments on 19 and 26 February
were followed by nearly three weeks of abortive mine
sweeping before the principal attempt by capital ships

- to force the passage of the Dardanelles on 18 March.
Preparations were then made for using British,
Australian and New Zealand troops for a series of
landings on the Gallipoli peninsula while a French
army corps temporarily occupied Kum Kale on the
mainland and made a feint assault on Besika Bay. These
landings were carried out on 25 April in an atmosphere
of almost crusading ardour, but without proper landing
craft and with no real training in amphibious operations.
The Anzacs established themselves in a cove of steep
cliffs and backed by a gorge covered in scrub, where it
was difficult to penetrate more than half a mile inland.
The British made more headway at Cape Relles, but
suffered appalling casualties. Further landings in early
August came near to success, but by the end of the
summer the troops on the peninsula were as effectively
pinned down in a network of trenches as the armies in
France and Flanders; four thousand men died in seeking
to secure four hundred yards on a mile front. Kitchener
went out to investigate in November and accepted the
inevitability of evacuation. The final phase, the with
drawal from Anzac and Suvla in December and from
Relles a fortnight later, was the most successful aspect
of the c;impaign.

The expedition failed because of confused leadership, 
insufficient co-ordination, inadequate planning, and 
sheer lack of troops and firepower; perhaps, too, it 
failed because the landings were made at the tip of the 
peninsula rather than at its neck, where there would 
have been greater freedom of manouvere. Failure at the 
Dardanelles cost Churchill his predominant position in 
the War Council; it deprived the Allies of a grand 
Balkan alliance against Berlin; above all, it completed 
the isolation of Russia. Gallipoli, with its high hopes 
twice nearly realised, was a tragic disappointment which 
discredited imaginative strategic thought in London 
for many years ahead. 
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THE WAR IN 1915 

The Dardanelles and Gallipoli dominated the minds of 
the political leaders in Whitehall during the opening 
months of 1915. But Sir John French and his generals 
across the Channel bitterly opposed any plans which 
might divert troops from the Western Front, and Joffre 
agreed with them. French and his principal subordinate, 
Haig, wished to attack the Germans in Belgium as soon 
as the weather was favourable. Joffre had hopes of a 
two-pronged thrust later in the spring in Artois and 
Champagne, intended to break through the German 
Jines and sweep across Belgium west of the Ardennes. 
Reality fell short of expectation that year on every sector 
of the Western Front: the British gained the town of 
Neuve Chapelle at the cost of heavy casualties in March 
(pages 136-137); the German offensive in the West 
during April sought to eliminate the Ypres Salient, but, 
despite the use of poison gas, their success was limited 
to a few villages; and later frontal assaults by the British 
and the French in Artois, at Loos, and in Champagne, 
though shaking the vertebrae of the German defensive 
system, failed to crack the spinal cord. The newspapers 
continued to carry long casualty lists which, together 
with the frustrations of Gallipoli, emphasised the 
terrible burden of the War on families far from the 
battlefronts. The first Zeppelin raids (pages 286-290) 
brought a new terror to English homes. 

The news from other fronts was no more encouraging. 
At first it seemed that the Russians would make some 
progress on the southern sector of the Eastern Front, 
for they at last captured the fortress of Przemysl on 22 
March. But Falkenhayn, unlike Moltke in the previous 
year, was prepared to co-ordinate strategy with Conrad. 
In May a massive Austro-German offensive began in 
Galicia, breaking through four lines of Russian 

defences at Gorlice and forcing a general withdrawal 
_ from the Carpathians. The Russians were driven out of 
Przemysl, out of Galicia, and out of Poland as well. 
When the campaign ended, half a million Russians were 
in prisoner-of-war cages. Nor was this the limit of 
Falkenhayn's success. In October Mackensen, the victor 
of Gorlice, set up his headquarters in southern Hungary 
and took command of a joint Austro-Germano
Bulgarian army which overran Serbia (page 160) and 
gave Germany control of a continuous railway route 
from Berlin to Constantinople and the Middle East. 
The Allied response to Bulgaria's alliance with 
Germany was, at last, to establish a base at Salonika, 
but no effective aid could be given to Serbia. 

Bulgaria's entry into the German camp was preceded 
by Italy's adhesion to the Allied cause in May 1915. 
But, though it was hoped in London and Paris that 
Italy would pose a new threat to Austria-Hungary, this 
Front, too, was soon paralysed by defensive trench 
warfare (page 200-201). Briefly it seemed possible that 
the German U-Boat campaign, and especially the 
sinking of the Cunard liner Lusitania with the loss of 
128 American lives on 6 May, would bring the United 
States into the War, but the Germans gave informal 
assurances that passenger ships would not be sunk 
without warning, and America maintained her neutrality. 

By the end of the year the war seemed as rapacious 
of lives and material as ever, and there was no prospect 
of peace. Among the Allies, and especially in Britain, 
indignation mounted at the Jack of munitions. On both 
sides governments began to take unprecedented 
measures to organise their economy for a Jong war. The 
task was to prove too great for Tsarist Russia. 
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